A novel framework for semi-automatic video object segmentation is proposed to facilitate user interaction and improve the performance of the system. The proposed framework scans the video sequence more than once, featured as multi-pass scan. In each pass, the sub-shots detected by a self-supervisor are processed under a novel bi-directional auto-tracking algorithm that depends on not only temporal but also spatial information and is capable of dealing with occlusioddisocclusion. In order to merge the two results obtained by bi-directional tracking, an online learner is introduced. These new features make the proposed framework flexible, efficient and able to extract video objects with pixel accuracy. The results for several MPEG test sequences show that this scheme performs well in practice.
INTRODUCTION
The research on video object (VO) segmentation has been active for several years, as semantic VOs are atomic units for contentbased multimedia systems. Although human beings can recognize objects in a video sequence effortlessly, it still remains an open issue and ill-posed problem for computers to automatically obtain desired results. Algorithms for automatic VO segmentation can only be applied to video sequences under some specific situations, such as stationary or globally moving background. As far as arbitrary sequences are concerned, some user interaction is indispensable. At present, semi-automatic VO segmentation has drawn more and more researchers' attention. Intensive work has been done in this area. Generally speaking, the design of a semiautomatic VO segmentation system contains three aspects: 1) to provide a tool with which a user can define VOs easily; 2) to develop a relatively robust approach to auto-tracking; and 3) to make the best use of minimum user interaction.
There are diverse methods for interactively defining an object in an image, such as active contour model. A more accurate one is intelligent scissors that Zhong et al. [l] utilized as a way for user to define VOs in their system. Auto-tracking is an essential part of a semi-automatic VO segmentation system. Different from that in human or car tracking systems, the automatic tracking here means actually extracting VOs according to some previous segmentation results. In this area, various approaches are proposed. Some [3] are contourbased, while others [2] [5] are region-based. Luo et al. [3] considered the tracking problem as contour evolution and adopted active contour (snake) model that was used for tracking deformable contours along with affine motion model. Gatica-Perez et al.
[5] proposed a multi-valued morphological spatial segmentation method named as four-band (RGB and edge) watershed algorithm to partition a frame into regions. The classification of these regions was based on regional maximum likelihood using translation motion compensation. All in all, the existing auto-tracking methods are heavily relying on the temporal information i.e. motion, which prevents the system from good performance. From the point of view of system structure, the present frameworks for semi-automatic VO segmentation are of two types: 1) one-pass, one-direction tracking and 2) one-pass, two-direction tracking. The former such as [2] asks for user interaction on the first frame and then an auto-tracker goes through the sequence forward. When the performance goes downhill, a standby user who is supervising online can stop the automatic segmentation process and the above two steps are carried out over again. The latter such as [3] [4] collects user interaction on several frames and then an auto-tracker goes forward and backward. The frames required for user definition are given either every n frames or by users' subjective judgment. Both of these two types of frameworks end up with user refinement after the first pass. Obviously, these systems pay little attention to the design of user interface that is nevertheless a key point in any interactive systems. However, it's proven that not only can a well-designed system lighten the user's burden but also improve the performance of automatic machine processing, which motivates us to focus on this problem. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives an overview of the proposed framework. Section 3 describes each part of a system based on the framework, including an autotracker, an online learner and a self-supervisor. The experiment results are shown in Section 4 and the paper is summarized in Section 5.
OVERVIEW OF THE NEW FRAMEWORK
Semi-automatic VO segmentation has to intensively involve user interaction, including VOs definition, online supervision and refinement. However, the auto-tracker can hardly run in realtime and it makes online supervision an intolerable burden. Thus it is important to separate user interaction from machine automatic processing as much as possible and make best use of minimum user interaction to facilitate the segmentation system. However, current frameworks assume only one pass for the autotracker to go through a sequence (a video shot usually), which is unlikely to achieve the above goal. On the contrary, we propose a multi-pass framework for VO segmentation that changes the way of designing a system. In the novel framework the auto-tracker goes though a sequence with multiple passes and user interaction is needed merely between two consecutive ones without online user supervision. As the auto-tracker generates segmentation results, the system itself evaluates these results according to given criteria. At the end of each pass, the self-supervisor is able to detect some key points where evident changes occur. For instance, the man in the Forman sequence waves his left hands and the fish in Bream turns around. If there are more than one such big changes in a sequence, it is divided into several groups with less or even one change for each. This kind of group is similar to a video shot but is much shorter, so called as sub-shot. Chances are that, with smoother motion and less occlusion, the frames in one sub-shot are to be well segmented by a bi-directional auto-tracker. Fig. 1 illustrates the process using a two-pass framework as an example. In the first pass, a user defines the VOs on both ends of a video shot, and the auto-tracker scans bi-directionally. An online learner works simultaneously to collect information for later combining the two results from bidirectional tracking. The system ends up with some raw segmentation results, while the video shot is cut into several sub-shots by a self-supervisor. In the second pass, the user should at first give the definition of VOs on all the boundary frames, i.e. the boundaries of sub-shots, and then the auto-tracker works again on each sub-shot. If the selfsupervisor is still able to find out new frames with discontinuity, another pass same as the second one can be carried out again to get further improved results. The whole procedure stops when the self-supervisor detects no more sub-shots, or by the user if satisfactory results have been obtained. The final work for refinement is fairly easy since most work has been done automatically. The separation of user interaction from auto-processing does help users out of tedious online supervision work and allow the auto-tracker to employ more complex algorithms. The introduction of the sub-shot and the multi-pass method provides a system with much more chances to make full use of user interaction, and in turn improves its efficiency.
FUNCTIONAL UNITS
Our system based on the above framework contains four main functional units: 1) defining the VOs of interest; 2) auto-tracking in one direction; 3) combining tracking results from two directions; and 4) online self-supervising with certain criteria. As to the first one, we borrow from [I] the improved intelligent scissors as a tool for defining VOs because of its flexibility. The other three functions are all substantial units in our system and each will be described in detail in the following parts.
Auto-tracker
In the literature, the approaches to designing tracking algorithms merely rest on temporal information. They usually focus on how to classify regions or evolve VO contours with the result of motion estimation. However, due to heavily changing lightness and randomly moving background around the VOs' boundary, we can hardly obtain accurate motion estimation no matter which motion model is adopted. Consequently, any operation based solely on motion is doomed not so successful. Moreover, the errors will propagate. To overcome this critical drawback, our auto-tracker makes use of additional spatial information that enhances the reliability of the tracking process. Two steps are involved for each frame. The first one is boundary band prediction using block-based motion estimation and pixel-based motion vector filtering; and the second one partitioning the boundary band with both temporal and spatial information. Fig.2 illustrates the flowchart. Filtering motion vector. In step I , each p;-! is involved in motion estimation for several times as it is a neighbor of other pixels in C,-! . Denote the set of vectors related to p;-I by vB :-I= {vB ;-I\ pi-l E }. It seems that all the vectors in V B :-I were able to predict the position ofp: , but it is hard to tell which one is the best. We adopt a non-linear filter to get a reasonable result. First, the set vB ;-! is divided into five subsets and is assigned to the mean of the vectors in its corresponding subset, as Compared with the algorithms taking only step 1, this motion estimation algorithm takes advantage of spatial constraints and is more robust to noise. 3) Predicting boundary bund. With v, ;-I , the pixel pf-1 can be projected to the next frame atp; , and in turn the boundary Cf-l is mapped to C, . C, is probably not continuous and deviates slightly from the true boundary of the VO, however, it doesn't matter because the goal of predicting C, is to locate the boundary band that is four-time morphological dilation of C, . From experiments, we find that the true boundary is always within the boundary band, thus the auto-tracker can concentrate on processing the small uncertain area of boundary band rather than the whole frame, which reduces the computation dramatically. Moreover, the partition of the rest area is naturally known and able to serve as prior knowledge for partitioning the boundary band. To some extent, the introduction of uncertain area can also restrain error propagation. Partitioning boundary band is to classify pixels in the uncertain area into the right VO they belong to. The classification here is region-based. First, the boundary band is segmented into a number of small regions. Then each region is classified using both temporal and spatial information. I) Region generation. In this stage, an image segmentation algorithm that can preserve the contour of VOs is of much importance, and in addition it should be non-parametric and automatic. There are two solutions: region growing based on color homogeneity [2]; and color image segmentation based on mean shift clustering [6] . Region growing starts from an initial set of small areas and iteratively merging the areas into larger ones according to similarity constraints, usually color homegeniety. The drawback is that it is sensitive to noise and regardless of geometrical relationship between pixels. On the other hand, mean shift clustering, in which the k-means algorithm is a special case, has been widely used in image segmentation. [6] reported excellent segmentation results. The oversegmented regions can preserve contours and fit our system well.
We use this approach as the way of generating regions. 2) Region Classification. As mentioned before, this part is featured for using both temporal and spatial information. To be specific, firstly suppose at frame If the boundary band V, :-I= E { V-I( qudr (v, :-I) ) } . (I'-' ) is considered as temporal information and P(Ir') as spatial information. Thanks to the boundary band prediction procedure, P(Ir') is available. This is important, because region classification based on motion estimation and P(If-I) is unreliable in some cases, such as changing lightness or disocclusion. To classify regions, we integrate the two types of information in a two-layer framework. Fig. 3 This criterion is used both temporally and spatially. As usual, the classification result is post-processed by morphological method.
Online Learner and Combination
It is straightforward that a bi-directional tracker to most extent can cope with the occlusioddisocclusion problem. How to combine the results obtained from the two directions has been dis-
. The algorithm in [3] was contour-based, so the merging is modeled as an energy minimization problem that was solved by dynamic programming. In [4], the combination was in fact a procedure of finding the minimum matching error among different references. Both approaches are restrained to the means of tracking. Different from them, combination in our system is dealt with in a statistical way through online learning. Suppose that maskF is the result of tracking forward and maskB backward. The combination is: 1) the pixels within the intersection of maskF and maski3 are naturally regarded as correct; 2) the pixels left are classified through the MAP method along with some statistic features. They are learned online, taking all the pixels lying in the correctly partitioned regions as training data. These partitions are either obtained by user definition or the P(Irf)resulted from boundary band prediction. In this way, the combination at frame I' utilizes more information than P(If-l), P(I'+l) and P(Ir') that have been referred to in the bi-directional tracking process. As to the feature selection, we still use color as an effective one. Though simple, it works well in our system. 3.3. Self-supervisor and Sub-shot Detection The self-supervisor is intended to detect sub-shots to guide user interaction rather than substitute human eyes for evaluating the visual quality. We call it self-supervisor, since its duty is observ- ing the results online and locating big changes in the end. Obviously, a good evaluation method is the best choice for a selfsupervisor, since big changes always results in mess in VO segmentation. However, VO segmentation evaluation is a fresh area, and none is capable of evaluating results for general sequences without ground-truth. Thus, we address the problem from the point of view of cut detection and design an algorithm that is similar to the way of video shot detection, i.e. color histogram differencing.
In stead of calculating the absolute histogram difference over the whole frames, we concentrate on the VOs themselves and take histogram correlation as a measure for difference. This takes advantage of boundary band prediction. Recall that the prediction is under the assumption that the VOs' movement is smooth and predictable within a window, so when a big change at I' takes place, Ir' that is regarded as correct will appear differently from
. So will the extracted VO containing Ir' .
Under such circumstances, the shape of the VO's color histogram will accordingly change dramatically. Suppose the color histogram of a VO in I' is H'(x) , where x is the color index.
The histogram correlation function of frame number t is cov(H'-l(x), H'(x))
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We choose histogram correlation because Hr(t) has an evident drop at change. After locating changes, the cutting frames are chosen between them, for example the middle points. Fig. 4 shows the experimental result of the Bream sequence in the first pass. Changes occur at around frame 116 and frame 223, cutting at frame 170. 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We have tested the proposed system on several MPEG test sequences and other real videos. The value for w,, w, and w, is 8, 8 and 32, respectively and for T,,,,, , T,,,,,, is 30, 30. Fig. 5 shows the results for three test sequences, and 
SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK
The proposed framework concentrates on facilitating the semiautomatic VO segmentation system. The novel multi-pass structure separates user interaction from automatic machine processing, which reduces the amount of user interaction and leave more room for auto-tracking algorithm to improve. On the other hand, every functional unit in our system based on the framework adopts brand-new ideas. Both the auto-tracker and the combination of bi-directional results are free from the shortcomings of considering only temporal information and result in excellent segmentation performance. The detection of sub-shots by the self-supervisor makes the original sequences more manipulable for the auto-tracker. The experimental results show that the proposed framework and all the algorithms adopted in it works very well. This new framework puts forward n m y new issues in the field of VO segmentation. For instance, how to improve the accuracy of user interaction and machine auto-tracking. The former will enhance the efficiency of the system further and the latter will make the system more robust.
of sub-shot detection, how to learn features online from results
